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C2C Systems announces the release of Archive One Compliance, an archiving, retention and retrieval
management application for Microsoft Exchange.

Archive One Compliance is designed to provide a full discovery and audit trail to organizations that need
to comply with the vast array of country, government, industry and corporate rules and regulations for
e-mail retention and retrieval. With low Total Cost of Ownership a prime objective, the product
integrates with market leading storage management software, so seamlessly introducing long-term email
storage into the data lifecycle strategy, at a lower adoption cost for the organization. The first
release of Archive One Compliance integrates with HP OpenView Data Protector, #2 in the Enterprise
Back-up product market by installed base in 2002 according to Gartner*.

Darren Gale, HP's Manager for OpenView Data Protector says, "Incorporating email into the information
lifecycle management strategy is increasingly important to our customers across all types of business.
We're pleased that Archive One Compliance works in conjunction with Data Protector to provide the
specific capabilities that long-term email retention requires."

"C2C is delighted to be working with industry leaders like HP to bring an affordable and easily
integrated solution to organizations that are required to archive and retrieve email," says Dave Hunt,
CEO of C2C Systems. "Archive One Compliance will help organizations that rely on Microsoft Exchange meet
the requirements of a full spectrum of regulations, including SEC, NASD, ISO, DOD, HIPAA, and the Data
Protection Act."

Archive One Compliance features include:

-Integration with leading storage management software, including HP OpenView Data Protector.
-Widest range of storage hardware devices supported.
-Ease of use and installation; all search and retrieval results available from Outlook.
-Securely indexed giving fast sampling and retrieval.
-Full audit trails for regulatory compliance, including audit of searches.
-Scalable architecture from tens to thousands of users.
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-Archive in standard compressed format to optimize storage use.

Archive One Compliance is part of the Archive One family, which helps reduce risk associated with email
while better managing resources for improved productivity. The Archive One family also includes Archive
One Capacity, a single technology capacity management solution to improve Exchange performance and
Archive One Policy, for enforcing long-term email retention and retrieval (available early 2004).

Archive One Compliance is available now. For more information, please go to www.c2c.com

* Gartner Inc., May 2003 Market Analysis, Backup Vendors Compete for the Enterprise.
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